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Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is associated with altered hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis function. Measurement of hair
cortisol concentrations (HCC) allows retrospective assessment of HPA axis regulation over prolonged periods of time. Currently, research
investigating HCC in PTSD remains sparse. Previous cross-sectional studies have included only civilian populations, although it is known
that trauma type moderates associations between PTSD status and HPA axis function. We investigated differences in HCC between traumaexposed female police officers with current PTSD (n = 13) and without current and lifetime PTSD (n = 15). To investigate whether HCC
was associated with neural correlates of PTSD, we additionally performed exploratory correlational analyses between HCC and amygdala
reactivity to negative affective stimuli. We observed significantly lower HCC in participants with PTSD than in participants without PTSD,
d = 0.89. Additionally, within participants with PTSD, we observed positive correlations between HCC and right amygdala reactivity to
negative affective (vs. happy/neutral) faces, r = .806 (n = 11) and left amygdala reactivity to negative affective (vs. neutral) pictures,
r = .663 (n = 10). Additionally, left amygdala reactivity to negative faces was positively correlated with HCC in trauma-exposed controls,
r = .582 (n = 13). This indicates that lower HCC is associated with diminished amygdala differentiation between negative affective and
neutral stimuli. Thus, we observed lower HCC in trauma-exposed noncivilian women with PTSD compared to those without PTSD, which
likely reflects prolonged HPA axis dysregulation. Additionally, HCC was associated with hallmark neurobiological correlates of PTSD,
providing additional insights into pathophysiological processes in PTSD.

Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is associated with altered hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis function; this
has mainly been investigated by assessing acute cortisol levels and glucocorticoid receptor (GR) function (Olff & van
Zuiden, 2017). Insight into chronic HPA axis dysregulation
may be gained by assessing cortisol in scalp hair, which allows retrospective assessment over prolonged periods of time
(Staufenbiel, Penninx, Spijker, Elzinga, & van Rossum, 2013).
Research on hair cortisol concentrations (HCC) in PTSD has
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been relatively sparse. In one cross-sectional study, higher
levels of HCC were observed in individuals with PTSD compared to trauma-exposed controls (TCs) in a mixed-gender sample of refugees with ongoing distress (Steudte et al., 2011).
In another study, the authors found lower levels of HCC in
trauma-exposed individuals with and without PTSD compared
to non-trauma-exposed controls in a predominantly female sample (Steudte et al., 2013). Additionally, no HCC differences
were found between female refugees with stress-related disorders and TCs (Schalinski, Elbert, Steudte-Schmiedgen, &
Kirschbaum, 2015) or between male refugees who had recently
fled their country of origin with and without PTSD (Mewes,
Reich, Skoluda, Seele, & Nater, 2017). In a longitudinal study,
pretrauma HCC did not differ between female adolescent earthquake survivors with and without PTSD at 7 months after the
earthquake (Luo et al., 2012). Acute posttrauma HCC was elevated in both groups but had normalized at 5–7 months after
the earthquake in TCs. At the final assessments, survivors with
subsequent PTSD had lower HCC than TCs (Luo et al., 2012).
In a prospective study, high HCC in the acute posttrauma period
predicted subsequent PTSD symptoms in a predominantly female sample of individuals hospitalized with physical injuries
(Pacella, Hruska, Steudte-Schmiedgen, George, & Delahanty,
2017). In the only study to our knowledge that has used a
noncivilian sample, low predeployment HCC predicted PTSD
symptom development in male soldiers upon trauma exposure
during deployment (Steudte-Schmiedgen et al., 2015). Trauma
type has been shown to moderate the association between
PTSD and acute cortisol levels (Meewisse, Reitsma, de Vries,
Gersons, & Olff, 2007). To date, associations between HCC and
PTSD have been predominantly investigated in female civilian
populations. It remains unknown whether previous findings extend to noncivilian populations, particularly those at risk for
cumulative exposure to work-related traumatic events.
To understand the pathophysiology and clinical and phenotypic heterogeneity of PTSD, it is of interest to investigate
whether chronic HPA axis dysregulation is associated with
neural correlates of PTSD. Glucocorticoid receptor and mineralocorticoid receptor (MR) activation affect amygdala excitability and synaptic connectivity and may induce anxiogenic
responses, with exact effects depending on duration, timing,
and amount of current and prior glucocorticoid exposure
(de Quervain, Schwabe, & Roozendaal, 2017). This is of relevance for PTSD as several meta-analyses have observed significant amygdala hyperreactivity in individuals with PTSD
(Hayes, Hayes, & Mikedis, 2012; Koch et al., 2016a; Patel,
Spreng, Shin, & Girard, 2012; Sartory et al., 2013; Stark et al.,
2015). This fits with the predominant neurocircuitry model for
PTSD, which posits a central role for increased salience and
threat hypersensitivity by brain areas within the salience network, including the amygdala, that is paralleled by inadequate
top-down regulation by ventromedial prefrontal areas (Koch
et al., 2016a). In these meta-analyses, specifically those related
to right amygdala hyperreactivity in response to non-traumarelated negative stimuli (Stark et al., 2015), differences in amyg-

dala functioning between trauma-exposed individuals with and
without PTSD were observed, whereas no differences in amygdala reactivity to trauma-related stimuli were observed between
PTSD and TC groups (Sartory et al., 2013).
In the current study, we investigated HCC differences between trauma-exposed female police officers with (n = 13)
and without PTSD (n = 15). We additionally performed exploratory analyses to assess associations between HCC and
amygdala reactivity to non-trauma-related negative affective
stimuli and a mixture of non-trauma-related and potentially
trauma-related negative affective stimuli. The current study
comprised a subsample of a larger neuroimaging study that
included both women and men. In the larger study, we did not
observe significant group differences in amygdala reactivity
toward negative affective stimuli (Koch et al., 2016b). However, although TCs showed increased amygdala reactivity to
negative compared to neutral or positive affective faces, this
differential reactivity was absent in participants with PTSD, indicating there may be increased saliency attributed to potential
affective aspects of faces (Koch et al., 2016b).

Method
Participants
This study was part of a randomized controlled trial on neural
effects of a single oxytocin administration in male and female
trauma-exposed police officers with and without PTSD who
were between 18 and 65 years of age (Koch et al., 2016b). Data
presented in the current manuscript were collected at baseline
or during the session in which they received a placebo. For
the current study, we included female participants only, as the
overlarge majority of male participants did not have sufficient
hair length for HCC determination. Hair segments were available for 14 participants with PTSD and 16 TCs. One participant
with PTSD and one TC were excluded due to extreme HCC values (described later), which resulted in 13 patients with PTSD
and 15 TCs. Additionally, two patients with PTSD dropped
out of the study prior to the placebo-scanning session, and one
additional participant with PTSD did not complete the picture task during this session. Thus, for participants with PTSD,
imaging data were available for 11 participants for the faces
task and 10 for the pictures task (tasks are described later in
this article). Imaging data were available for all TCs, but one
TC was excluded due to a scanning artefact in the temporal
cortex.
Participants with PTSD fulfilled criteria given in the fourth
edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV) for current PTSD, with a total score on the
Clinician-Administered PTSD Scale for DSM-IV (CAPS) of
45 or higher (Blake et al., 1995). Exclusion criteria for participants with PTSD were current severe major depressive disorder (MDD) with psychotic symptoms and/or suicidal intent,
suicidal ideation, alcohol/substance abuse (except smoking),
bipolar disorder, and psychotic disorder. Individuals in the TC
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group had to have reported at least one DSM-IV Criterion A
traumatic event and scored a 15 or less on the CAPS. They
were matched to patients based on sex, age, education, and
years of service. Exclusion criteria for TCs were lifetime MDD
or PTSD or any current DSM-IV Axis I psychiatric disorder.
Exclusion criteria for all participants were daily use of psychoactive medication (incidental use was allowed as long as it
had not occurred less than 24 hr prior to scanning) or systemic
glucocorticoids, serious medical conditions, a history of neurological disorders, and several common contraindications for
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and oxytocin administration (Koch et al., 2016b).
We did not observe significant group differences in demographic or health characteristics (Table 1). There were 12 TCs
(80.0%) and six participants with PTSD (50.0%) who were
in active police duty, Fisher’s exact test = 0.13, p = .127;
this likely explained why TCs reported nominally more types
of work-related traumatic events than participants with PTSD,
t(25) = 1.82, p = .080. Hair color differed between groups—
the majority of participants with PTSD had brown hair whereas
more participants in the TC group had blond hair, Fisher’s exact
test = 7.56, p = .045.

Procedure
Participants were recruited through a diagnostic outpatient
center for police personnel (PDC; Diemen, the Netherlands;
n = 3 participants with PTSD) and advertisements (n = 11
participants with PTSD and all TCs). All participants provided
verbal and written informed consent prior to study initiation. At
baseline, inclusion and exclusion criteria were assessed using
diagnostic clinical interviews and self-report questionnaires.
For patients recruited via the diagnostic outpatient center, clinical interviews administered during intake were used. After
inclusion, participants completed two scanning sessions (described later). Participants were asked to abstain from alcohol
and drugs 24 hr before scanning and from rigorous exercise,
beverages except water, and nicotine for 2.5 hr before scanning.
Prior to scanning, intranasal oxytocin (40 IU) and a placebo
(0.9% saline) were administered in a randomized double-blind
crossover design. For this study, we only included imaging data
collected under placebo. For most participants (i.e., 10 participants with PTSD who completed scanning, 90.1%; and 11
TCs, 73.3%), scalp hair for HCC determination was collected
before trial medication administration. We found that HCC
did not significantly differ between TCs whose samples were
collected prior to versus after trial medication administration,
t(13) =−0.81, p = .431. The average time in days between hair
collection and placebo scan did not significantly differ between
groups (Table 1). The study was approved by the Institutional
Review Board of the Amsterdam University Medical Centers,
location Academic Medical Center, Amsterdam, the Netherlands, and was registered in the Netherlands Trial Registry
(NTR3516).

Measures
PTSD symptoms. All participants with PTSD were originally diagnosed by a licensed clinician prior to study inclusion.
For all participants, current PTSD symptom severity was assessed using the validated Dutch version of the CAPS (Blake
et al., 1995; Hovens et al., 1994). The CAPS is the gold standard
structured clinical interview for diagnosing PTSD and assessing PTSD symptom severity according to DSM-IV criteria. It
assesses the three symptom clusters: reexperiencing (five items,
with a possible score range of 0–40), avoidance (seven items,
with a possible score range of 0–56), and hyperarousal (five
items, with a possible score range of 0–40), and distinguishes
between estimated symptom frequency (score range: 0–4) and
intensity (score range: 0–4) in the previous month. We calculated a total symptom severity score by summing the intensity
and frequency scores for all items. Higher scores indicate a
higher level of symptom severity in the past month. The Cronbach’s alpha value for internal consistency for all items was
high, Cronbach’s α = .98. As stated, participants met inclusion
criteria for the PTSD group if their total score was 45 or higher;
this cutoff was used to ensure current symptom severity above
the clinical threshold. This cutoff has high sensitivity for PTSD
diagnosis (Weathers, Ruscio, & Keane, 1999).
Other Axis I disorders. Dutch versions of the Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview (M.I.N.I; Sheehan et al.,
1998) or the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID;
First, Spitzer, Gibbon, & Williams, 2002) were used to assess other DSM-IV Axis I psychiatric disorders (the SCID was
used for patients recruited through the diagnostic center). Both
structured clinical interviews are widely used, valid, and reliable for diagnosing current and lifetime psychiatric disorders
(Lobbestael, Leurgans, & Arntz, 2011; Sheehan et al., 1998).
Work-related trauma exposure. The 42-item Dutch Police Life Events Checklist (PLES) was used to assess the number
of different police work–related traumatic events participants
had encountered (Carlier & Gersons, 1992). A total score was
calculated using the first 41 items, each of which inquired about
a different event, by summing the number of endorsed items
(possible score range: 0–41).
Childhood trauma exposure. The Dutch translation of
the short self-report version of the Early Trauma Inventory
(ETI-SF) was used to assess trauma exposure during childhood (Bremner, Bolus, & Mayer, 2007; Rademaker, Vermetten,
Geuze, Muilwijk, & Kleber, 2008). This is a valid and reliable
measure of childhood trauma (Bremner et al., 2007). The questionnaire consists of 21 items that assess whether participants
were exposed to different types of physical (nine items), sexual
(six items), and emotional abuse (five items) as well as general
traumas (11 items) before 18 years of age. We calculated a total
score by summing the number of endorsed items (range: 0–21).
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Table 1
Demographic, Health, Trauma History and Symptom Severity Characteristics for Female Trauma-Exposed Police Officers With and
Without Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)
PTSD (n = 13)
Characteristic
Age (years)
Years of police service
Current active executive duty
PLES total score
ETI-SF total score
CAPS total score
Major depressive disorder
Body mass index (kg/m2 )
Current smoker
AUDIT total score
Hormonal contraceptive use
Local glucocorticoid use
Hair color
Black
Brown
Blond
Grey
Red
Hair washing frequency
0–2 times per week
3–4 times per week
> 4 times per week
Hair treatment within past 3
monthse
Days between hair collection
and scanning session
Scanning session time of day
(hh:mm)

M

SD

42.00
15.88

7.96
9.91

12.92
5.42
69.38

8.38
5.90
10.91

25.00

4.14

3.17

4.13

n

6

4
3

Trauma-Exposed Controls (n = 15)
%

M

SD

38.00
18.73

9.98
8.13

18.73
4.40
4.00

8.13
5.49
4.60

26.43

3.26

3.60

1.64

50.0

30.8
25.0

n

%

12

80.0

0

0.0

5

33.3

5
2

41.7
15.4

7
0

46.7
0.0

1
8
3
1
0

7.7
61.5
23.1
7.7
0.0

0
4
9
0
2

0.0
26.7
60.0
0.0
13.3

p
.257a
.795a
.127d
.080a
.648b
< .001a
.035d
.321a
.696d
.712a
1.000c
.206d
.045d

.105d
2
7
4
7

15.4
53.8
30.8
53.8

4
2
9
7

26.7
13.3
60.0
46.7

.705c

3.09

7.33

−0.33

15.24

.443b

14:09

1:38

15:12

2:05

.185a

Note. PLES = Police Life Events Scale; ETI = Early Trauma Inventory–Self-report form; AUDIT = Alcohol Use Disorder Identification Test; CAPS = ClinicianAdministered PTSD Scale for DSM-IV.
a Independent samples t test used.
b Mann-Whitney U test used.
c Chi-square test used.
d Fisher’s exact test used.
e Includes coloration, bleaching, and/or permanent wave.

Alcohol abuse. The Dutch translation of the validated Alcohol Use Disorder Identification test (AUDIT; Bush, 1998)
was used to assess current alcohol use and level of alcoholrelated risk. It contains 10 items that assess alcohol consumption and indicators of dependence and harmful drinking. A total
score was calculated by summing all item scores (range: 0–40).
In the current sample, Cronbach’s alpha for all items was questionable, α = .64, presumably because all participants except
one obtained the lowest possible scores for all seven items inquiring about dependence and harmful drinking whereas scores
on the three items regarding consumption quantity varied. Additionally, participants self-reported demographic characteristics, current active police duty (executive function), weight, and

height to calculate body mass index, current smoking status,
medication and hormonal contraceptive use, and hair characteristics (color, washing frequency, coloration, bleaching, and
permanent wave application in past 3 months).
Hair cortisol assessment. Hair was collected from the posterior vertex. Upon collection, samples were taped to paper and
stored in closed envelopes at room temperature. We assessed
cortisol concentrations in the most proximal 3 cm of scalp hair,
covering HCC in the 3 months before sample collection, using a validated protocol (Manenschijn, Koper, Lamberts, and
van Rossum, 2011). Samples were cut, weighted, and incubated with 1.0 mL methanol for 16 hr at 52 °C. Then, methanol
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solutions containing cortisol extracts were transferred to new
vials and evaporated under a nitrogen stream. After dissolving
dried contents with 250 μl phosphate buffered saline (PBS),
HCC were quantified with enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA; DRG Instruments GmbH, Marburg, Germany) following the manufacturer’s protocol. The previously determined
lower-end detection limit for this assay is 1.5 nmol/l. The upper detection limit according to the manufacturer’s protocol is
220.69 nmol/l. All measurements were performed in duplicate
in one assay. The intra-assay variability for internal controls was
on average 1.3% (range: 0.4%–2.3%). As reported by the manufacturer, the assay cross-reactivity with other steroid hormones
is corticosterone (29.0%), cortisone (3.0%), 11-deoxycortisol
(less than 1.0%), 17-OH progesterone (less than 0.5%), testosterone (less than 0.1%), and estradiol (less than 0.1%). As is
standard in steroid hormone hair analysis, HCC were converted
to pg/mg, taking the weight of the hair samples into account
(M = 15.1 mg, SD = 11.7, Mdn = 12.0, range: 5.77–67.93 mg).
Hair weight and final HCC were not significantly correlated,
r = −.06, p = .754. Two samples were excluded from all analyses due to nondetectable (in one participant with PTSD) and
extremely high (in one TC; HCC: 180.73 pg/mg, standardized
z score = 4.86) HCC.
Functional MRI (fMRI). Structural and functional MRI
images were acquired with a 32-channel head coil on a 3T
Philips (Andover, MA) Achieva MR system. During the two
scanning sessions, we presented two versions of each task,
including different stimuli, in randomized counterbalanced order. Scanning sessions were scheduled in the afternoon or early
evening (for more details concerning fMRI data acquisition, see
Koch et al., 2016b). Amygdala reactivity to negative affective
pictures was assessed using a distraction task with three conditions: (a) passive viewing of 20 neutral pictures, (b) passive
viewing of 20 negative affective pictures, and (c) working memory performance during presentation of 20 negative affective
pictures (McRae et al., 2010). Pictures were presented using an
event-related design with pseudorandom order for trial type. All
trials were separated by an intertrial interval, which consisted of
a fixation cross presented for 2000 ms. In the current study, we
used data collected during the two passive viewing conditions.
Pictures were selected from the International Affective Picture
System (IAPS), based on normative valence and arousal ratings
(Lang, Bradley, & Cuthbert, 2008). Pictures in the task versions were matched for normative valence, arousal, complexity,
and luminescence. Negative pictures included scenes related to
events police officers may encounter in their line of work (e.g.,
violence, accidents) and more general aversive scenes (e.g.,
malnourished children, war-related scenes; Koch et al., 2018).
Amygdala reactivity to negative affective faces was assessed
using an emotional face-matching task that contained three conditions: (a) angry-fearful faces, (b) neutral-happy faces, and (c)
scrambled faces (visuomotor control; Hariri, Tessitore, Mattay, Fera, & Weinberger, 2002). Each trial consisted of three
stimuli, with a cue stimulus presented on top and two target

stimuli presented below. Participants were instructed to match
the emotional expression (emotional condition) or the orientation (visuomotor control) of the cue stimulus with one of
the target stimuli. Faces were selected from the NimStim face
stimuli set (see Koch et al., 2016b, for more details).
Data Analysis
Functional MRI data were analyzed using SPM8. Preprocessing steps included realignment, slice-time correction,
coregistration, normalization to the Montreal Neurological
Institute (MNI) template, and smoothing (faces: 5 mm fullwidth half maximum [FWHM] kernel; pictures: 6 mm FWHM
kernel, mirroring primary analyses in the larger study). At first
level, the six realignment parameters were included, images
were high-pass filtered, and temporal autocorrelation was
removed with the AR(1) process (Koch et al., 2016b). One TC
was excluded due to a scanner artifact in the temporal cortex.
Two participants with PTSD did not complete the placebo
scanning session. Additionally, one participant with PTSD did
not complete the pictures task.
For the affective pictures, we only used first-level contrast
images, which were obtained by subtracting amygdala reactivity to passive viewing of neutral pictures from reactivity to
passive viewing of negative pictures (negative > neutral). Individual contrast estimates were extracted from 5 mm spheres
surrounding left, xyz = −24, −8, −20, and right, xyz = 20,
−6, −14, amygdala peak task activation within the region of
interest (ROI) anatomical mask (Harvard–Oxford 50% probabilistic atlas) across participants in the larger study during the
placebo session (whole-brain family-wise error corrected, pFWE
< .05; Koch et al, 2018).
For the affective faces, contrast images were obtained by subtracting amygdala reactivity during the control condition from
reactivity to angry-fearful faces (angry-fearful > control) and
happy-neutral faces (happy-neutral > control). Individual contrast estimates were extracted from 5 mm spheres surrounding
left, xyz = −20, −8, −16, and right, xyz = 24, −10, −14,
amygdala peak task activation within the ROI anatomical mask
(Harvard–Oxford 50% probabilistic atlas) under placebo across
participants and emotion conditions in the larger study (all pFWE
< .05). For the purpose of comparing results with results from
amygdala reactivity to affective pictures, contrast estimates for
amygdala reactivity toward neutral-happy faces (vs. control)
were subtracted from contrast estimates for amygdala reactivity toward angry-fearful faces (vs. control; angry-fearful >
happy-neutral).
Subsequent analyses were performed in SPSS (Version 24).
We investigated whether data were normally distributed and
contained outliers, standardized z score > |3.29|. Aside from the
one removed extreme HCC value, no outliers were removed.
Questionnaire data other than hair characteristics and medication use were missing for one participant with PTSD. Participants with missing data were excluded from analyses pairwise.
Group differences in participant characteristics were assessed
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with independent sample t tests (normally distributed continuous variables); Mann-Whitney U tests (nonnormally distributed
continuous variables); chi-square tests (categorical variables
with cell frequencies of 5 or above), or Fisher’s exact tests (categorical variables with cell frequencies less than 5). Group difference in (normally distributed) HCC was first assessed using
an independent sample t test and Cohen’s d effect size (representing the standardized difference between group means, with
d = 0.2, d = 0.5, and d = 0.8 commonly interpreted as small,
medium, and large effects, respectively (Cohen, 1977), followed by analyses of covariance (ANCOVA)s to control for potential confounders. To minimize the influence of included covariates on calculated effect size, generalized eta squared (ηG2 )
was calculated, reflecting the amount of variance in HCC explained by PTSD versus TC status. As a benchmark, ηG2 = .01,
ηG2 = .06, and ηG2 = .14 can be interpreted as small, medium,
and large effects, respectively (Olejnik & Algina, 2003).
Exploratory correlation analyses (Pearson’s r for normally
distributed variables; Spearman’s rho for nonnormally distributed variables) were performed to investigate associations
between HCC and amygdala reactivity and negative affective
stimuli within the PTSD and TC groups separately. To test
whether correlation coefficients significantly differed between
groups, we applied Fisher’s z tests to compare correlation coefficients for both groups (Diedenhofen & Musch, 2015). Partial
correlations were performed to investigate potential confounding influences of age and daytime of scanning. Additionally, we
investigated correlations with PTSD symptom severity in participants with PTSD only due to selected low symptom severity
in TCs. We considered p values less than .050 (two-sided) to be
statistically significant. Data are expressed as means and standard deviations for continuous variables and absolute frequency
and relative percentage for categorical variables.

Results
Group Differences in HCC
Participants with PTSD had significantly lower HCC levels
(M = 15.85 pg/mg, SD = 13.23) than trauma-exposed participants without PTSD (M = 25.23 pg/mg, SD = 8.01), t(19.179)
= 2.227, p = . 038, 95% CI [0.57, 18.19] (Figure 1). Cohen’s
d was 0.86, indicating a large effect size. This difference remained significant after controlling for work-related traumatic
events, F(1, 24) = 8.00, p = .009, ηG2 (i.e., explained variance
in HCC by PTSD status) = .248, estimated t(24) = 2.83, 95%
CI [3.20, 20.46]; and current active executive police duty, F(1,
24) = 5.84, p = .024, ηG2 = .189, estimated t(24) = 2.42, 95%
CI [1.44, – 18.22]. Additionally, the difference remained significant after controlling for hair color, F(1, 25) = 9.15, p = .006,
ηG2 = .247, estimated t(25) = 3.025, 95% CI [3.83, 20.18],
as well as several characteristics that did not differ between
groups but are known to influence HCC, including age, body
mass index, frequency of hair washing, hair treatment within
the past 3 months, and current use of local glucocorticoids
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Figure 1. Hair cortisol concentrations (HCC) in 3 cm–long hair strands taken
from the scalp of trauma-exposed female police officers with (n = 13, left)
and without (n = 15, right) posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). Points depict
HCC values for each individual participant. Descriptive characteristics for each
group are depicted as means (bars) and standard deviations (error bars).

(inhalation), alcohol, nicotine, and hormonal contraceptives, ps
of group difference = .009–.047. Within PTSD patients, HCC
were not significantly correlated with total symptom severity,
r = .16, p = .603, 95% CI [−.73, 55].
Correlations Between Amygdala Reactivity and Negative
Affective Stimuli
We investigated whether HCC was correlated with amygdala reactivity to negative affective stimuli in participants with
PTSD and TCs and whether the magnitude of the correlation coefficient differed between groups. For right amygdala reactivity
to negative affective faces compared to positive/neutral affective faces in the emotional face-matching task, the magnitude
of the correlation was significantly different between groups,
z = 2.18, p = .030, 95% CI [0.06, 1.27], with a strong positive
correlation with participants with PTSD, r = .81, p = .003, 95%
CI [.55, .96]; and a nonsignificant correlation in TCs, r = .11,
p = .715, 95% CI [−.36, .58] (Figure 2, Panel A). No differential
correlation with HCC was observed for left amygdala reactivity
to negative faces, z = -0.05, p = .963, 95% CI [−0.74, 0.63]. In
both groups, HCC was not significantly associated with amygdala reactivity: ρ = .28, p = .401, 95% CI [−.41, .88] for the
PTSD group and r = .50, p = .068, 95% CI [.07, −.78] for
the TC group (Figure 2, Panel B). However, after controlling
for the time of day when scanning took place, the magnitude
of the correlation between HCC and left amygdala reactivity
to negative faces was marginally increased for both groups:
ρ = .49, p = .131, 95% CI [−.21, .94] for the PTSD group
and r = .58, p = .036, 95% CI [.13, .86] for the TC group. Regarding passive viewing of the IAPS negative affective pictures
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Figure 2. Scatterplots representing correlations between hair cortisol concentrations (HCC, in pg/mg) and contrast estimates of amygdala reactivity (arbitrary
units) toward negative emotional faces (A = right; B = left) and negative affective pictures (C = right; D = left) in female trauma-exposed police officers with
(circles, dashed line) and without (squares, solid line) posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD).

compared to neutral pictures, no differential correlation with
HCC was observed for right amygdala reactivity to negative
affective pictures and no significant correlations were observed
within groups, z = 1.05, p = .292, 95% CI [−0.40, 1.18], and
r = .16, p = .658, 95% CI [−.41, .73] for the PTSD group and
r = −.33, p = .243, 95% CI [−.84, .14] for the TC group
(Figure 2, Panel C). The magnitude of the correlations between groups significantly differed for left amygdala reactivity,
z = 2.40, p = .016, 95% CI [0.29, 1.48]. We observed a strong
positive correlation within participants with PTSD, r = .66,
p = .037, 95% CI [.15, .93], which was absent in the TC group,
ρ = −.36, p = .203, 95% CI [−.80, .38] (Figure 2, Panel D). Partial correlations controlling for age and time of day the scanning

took place did not alter magnitudes of observed correlations,
other than those that have already been described. Amygdala
reactivity to both negative faces and negative pictures was not
significantly correlated to total symptom severity within participants with PTSD, rs = −.182–.298. Amygdala reactivity to the
two types of negative stimuli was not significantly correlated,
rs = −.279–.394.
Discussion
Compared to female trauma-exposed police officers without
PTSD, we observed significantly lower HCC in female police officers with PTSD. This finding is in line with what was
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reported by Luo and colleagues (2012), who observed lower
HCC in individuals with PTSD compared to TCs in a sample of female adolescent earthquake survivors several months
after the earthquake; mean HCC in women with PTSD was
also comparable to what was found in the current study. Our
observed group difference is, however, in apparent contrast to
results reported in two cross-sectional studies, both of which
found comparable HCC in trauma-exposed individuals with
and without PTSD in two predominantly female samples of
individuals for whom a longer period of time had elapsed since
trauma exposure (Schalinski et al., 2015; Steudte et al., 2013).
Interestingly, however, in the only study to our knowledge that
used similar immunoassays to those used in the current study
(Russell et al., 2015), the observed mean HCC in individuals
with PTSD was highly comparable to our observed mean HCC
(Schalinski et al., 2015). Our finding is in apparent contrast
with findings of higher HCC in individuals with PTSD compared to TCs in a mixed-gender sample of internally displaced
refugees of whom most individuals with PTSD, but not TCs,
had pronounced ongoing distress (Steudte et al., 2011).
Steudte-Schmiedgen, Kirschbaum, Alexander, and Stalder
(2016) recently proposed a model on the course of traumainduced changes in cortisol output. It poses that cortisol output
changes in a dose- and time-dependent quadratic manner in
response to trauma exposure, with initial elevated and subsequent chronically attenuated cortisol, independent of whether
exposed individuals develop PTSD. This nonlinear association
between trauma exposure and cortisol output may, in part, mediate the repeatedly reported dose–response association between
increasing trauma load and increasing PTSD risk (but see also
Kessler et al., 2017, for more recent findings on PTSD risk
depending on type of previous trauma in combination with
lifetime psychiatric history prior to index trauma). Notably,
cross-sectional studies that compare trauma-exposed individuals with and without PTSD, including studies that assess
HCC, typically report higher trauma exposure in individuals
with PTSD. Although this fits with the earlier-mentioned dose–
response relationship between trauma load and PTSD risk, it
may confound cross-sectional investigations. Interestingly, our
trauma-exposed police officers without PTSD reported nominally higher work-related trauma exposure than police officers with PTSD. Nevertheless, we still observed significantly
lower HCC in participants with PTSD, which remained significant after controlling for work-related trauma exposure. This
suggests that in our noncivilian female sample, PTSD was associated with lower HCC independent of the effects of accumulating trauma exposure. As our female police officers with
PTSD reported lower work-related trauma exposure than their
matched TCs, it is conceivable that they were more vulnerable to adverse mental health consequences of traumatic stress.
Although our study had no longitudinal design, this fits with
previously observed low pretrauma HCC (Steudte-Schmiedgen
et al., 2015) and high pretrauma glucocorticoid receptor function (van Zuiden et al., 2012) as predictive of PTSD symptom
development in male soldiers. However, we only investigated
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the amount of work-related traumatic event types participants
had encountered and not time since exposure. This is relevant
as the model proposed by Steudte-Schmiedgen et al. (2016) describes elevated cortisol output in the acute period after trauma,
prior to attenuated output. Additionally, the authors of a recent
meta-analysis found significant positive associations between
ongoing chronic stress and HCC (Stalder et al., 2017). Thus,
an alternative explanation is that our observed group difference reflects relatively elevated HCC in TCs due to ongoing
or more recent exposure to work-related traumatic stress rather
than of a PTSD-related attenuation. However, as the difference
in HCC remained significant after controlling for current active
police duty, we deem this alternative explanation less plausible. Additionally, the mean HCC observed in our TC group
was comparable to the mean HCC reported in a mixed-gender
sample of TCs with little trauma exposure within the last year
(Steudte et al., 2011).
Long-term HCC is thought to be a relatively stable and reliable measure of long-term cortisol output of the HPA axis
(Staufenbiel et al., 2013). Therefore, the most intuitive interpretation is that our finding supports repeated findings on more
acute measures of HPA axis function, indicating PTSD is associated with dysregulation of the HPA axis (Olff & van Zuiden,
2017). As previous studies have reported that HPA axis dysregulation may precede trauma exposure and PTSD development (van Zuiden, Kavelaars, Geuze, Olff, & Heijnen, 2013),
chronic HPA axis dysregulation may be causally involved in
pathophysiological processes underlying phenotypical expression and maintenance of some PTSD symptoms. Nevertheless,
observed associations between HCC and PTSD status could
also be influenced by PTSD risk factors associated with altered cortisol output, such as pain (Gaab et al., 2005), or health
behaviors commonly associated with PTSD or general psychopathology, such as tobacco use (Olff et al., 2006) and decreased physical activity (Fekedulegn et al., 2018). However,
we applied stringent inclusion and exclusion criteria and added
several health behavior–related covariates to address potential
confounders.
To further investigate whether and how HCC may be associated with the phenotypical expression of PTSD, we performed
exploratory analyses to investigate whether HCC was associated with previously observed neural correlates of PTSD. We
focused on amygdala reactivity to two types of negative affective stimuli—nontrauma related stimuli (faces) and a mixture
of trauma-related and non-trauma-related stimuli (pictures)—as
authors of a recent meta-analysis found higher bilateral amygdala reactivity in individuals with PTSD compared to TCs
in response specifically to non-trauma-related stimuli (Stark
et al., 2015). To facilitate comparison of results for both types
of stimuli, we subtracted amygdala reactivity toward the neutral conditions from reactivity toward the negative conditions.
Within participants with PTSD, but not in TCs, we observed
a moderate-to-strong positive correlation between HCC and
right amygdala reactivity to negative affective faces compared
to neutral or positive faces. Furthermore, after correction for
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the time of day the scanning took place, a significant positive
correlation between HCC and left amygdala reactivity to negative faces emerged for TCs, and a moderate positive correlation
was observed for participants with PTSD, although this was not
significant. We also observed a moderate-to-strong positive correlation between HCC and left amygdala reactivity to negative
affective pictures compared to neutral pictures in participants
with PTSD. Thus, lower HCC, in itself associated with PTSD
status, was associated with diminished differentiation in amygdala reactivity between negative and neutral affective stimuli.
This association was most pronounced for participants with
PTSD.
If the peripheral findings related to HCC reflect persistent
changes in circulating central cortisol, speculatively, the observed association between HCC and diminished differentiation
in amygdala reactivity may be influenced by long-term compensatory changes in central GR and/or MR signaling pathways,
such as upregulated receptor expression and binding affinity
or changes at the signaling route downstream of the receptor.
Such changes may have occurred in the amygdala or other
brain areas that modulate amygdala reactivity, changing amygdala reactivity to perceived negative stimuli. On the other hand,
decreased HCC may result from high signaling in these receptor
pathways, leading to reduced cortisol output by the HPA axis
(Buckingham, 2006; De Bosscher, Van Craenenbroeck, Meijer,
& Haegeman, 2008; de Quervain et al., 2017). Based on the
current literature on GR and MR function in PTSD, neither of
these two directions can be excluded.
In our larger study, we observed that, in contrast to TCs, police officers with PTSD did not show differentiation in amygdala reactivity to negative versus positive or neutral faces (Koch
et al., 2016b). We hypothesized that participants with PTSD
may have interpreted neutral faces in the neutral/positive faces
condition as ambiguous stimuli signaling potential threat (i.e.,
increased attributed saliency), resulting in decreased differentiation in amygdala reactivity toward the two affective conditions. Such a lack of differentiation between negative and
neutral stimuli may result from deficits in context processing
(i.e., a diminished capacity to interpret the environment in a
situation-specific manner). A recent model addresses diminished context processing by hippocampal–prefrontal–thalamic
brain circuitry modulating amygdala reactivity as key in the
pathophysiology of PTSD and specifically intrusive symptomatology (Liberzon & Abelson, 2016). This brain circuitry is critically modulated by GR activation, with GRs mediating effects
on contextual learning and memory consolidation depending
on activation of beta-adrenergic receptors in the basolateral
amygdala (Quirarte, Roozendaal, & McGaugh, 1997). Clearly,
although we observed that activation clusters for the negative
pictures task extended posteriorly from the amygdala toward
the hippocampus (Koch et al., 2018), the hypothesis that our
observed correlation between HCC and decreased amygdala
differentiation between negative and neutral emotional stimuli
could be associated with context processing should be further
investigated.

This study was the first, to our knowledge, to investigate
associations between HCC and PTSD in a female noncivilian
trauma-exposed sample, but it had some important limitations.
First, the study had a cross-sectional design, and therefore, we
cannot address questions of causality and directionality. In theory, relatively long hair strands provide the possibility to retrospectively assess HCC and therefore investigate HCC changes
over time in relation to trauma and PTSD development. However, this seems more relevant when the demarcation of a single
traumatic event in time is more apparent than it was in our sample. Also, the small sample size resulted in modest statistical
power. Based on Bender and Lange’s (2001) recommendation
that multiple comparison corrections should not be applied for
studies of an exploratory nature, we opted not to apply corrections for multiple testing in the correlational analyses. It
should however be stressed that hypotheses derived from our
exploratory correlational analyses warrant future confirmatory
studies with adequate statistical power. Also, although affective faces are generally designated as non-trauma-related, the
pictures task contained a mixture of non-trauma-related and
likely trauma-related stimuli that we could not further subdivide into separate conditions. Therefore, it remains to be investigated whether observed associations are specific to nontrauma-related stimuli or also hold for trauma-related stimuli.
Additionally, as we only included female police officers willing
to participate in our pharmacological neuroimaging study, we
cannot be certain that our findings generalize to the larger population of female police officers. Additionally, it remains to be
investigated whether observed findings also extend to men. Furthermore, as mentioned, frequency and time since trauma exposure were not investigated nor was non-work-related trauma
exposure during adulthood. We were also not able to include
a trauma-naive control group with similar demographic and
work-related characteristics as the included trauma-exposed
participants, as active police service for several years is generally associated with exposure to traumatic events in the line
of duty. Together, these limitations precluded more detailed
analyses of associations and directionality of causation.
In summary, we observed lower long-term hair cortisol levels in female police officers with PTSD compared to traumaexposed female police officers without PTSD. Exploratory
analyses indicated that lower HCC was associated with lower
differentiation of amygdala reactivity between negative and
neutral affective stimuli, which was more pronounced in participants with PTSD. Future studies should further investigate
the associations between HCC, trauma, and PTSD, as well as
associated neurobiological mechanisms.
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